SOLUTION BRIEF

FINANCIAL
SOLUTIONS
The single most difficult challenge for Marijuana-Related Businesses (MRBs) is obtaining access to banking
and other financial services. As long as marijuana remains a Schedule 1 controlled substance at the federal
level, banks, credit unions and other financial institutions (FI) will remain wary of doing business with MRBs,
regardless of how many states legalize sales, distribution and use of marijuana. This has forced the industry
into cash-only operations.

HOW CAN OSS HELP?
OSS provides MRBs with three key financial solution services:

Banking Relationship
Coordination

Provisional Credit Based on
Financial Institution Approval

Compliance
Services

BANKING RELATIONSHIP COORDINATION
OSS’s established relationships with more than two dozen
financial institutions enable MRBs to access banking and
other financial services that are otherwise inaccessible to the
industry. Most financial institutions are reluctant to deal with
the additional risk - and expense - associated with MRB-specific
AML/BSA compliance. By leveraging established relationships
with credit unions, state-chartered banks and other financial
institutions, OSS expedites the otherwise lengthy, complex
and arduous process of banking cash from legal, licensed MRB
operations.
Our compliance team provides ongoing due diligence and risk
monitoring that includes MRB legal and regulatory developments
to ensure our clients and financial-sector partners are able
to adjust to changes that could otherwise increase their risk
exposure. Our comprehensive Know Your Customer (KYC),
Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) and internal AML/BSA training
programs are contextualized to the unique challenges MRBs
face when seeking to obtain - and maintain - banking and other
financial services.
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PROVISIONAL CREDIT BASED ON FINANCIAL INSTITUTION APPROVAL
Since OSS has enhanced insurance protections, our team can work with FIs to provide provisional credit to
a client account as soon as their cash is picked up and validated at our secure facility. Clients no longer have
to wait for their Cash-In-Transit (CIT) provider to deposit the money into the Federal Reserve Bank and then
wait for the master account of their FI to be credited (which could take several days or even weeks). Since the
cash is fully-insured once OSS takes possession, we can help clients access the funds in their bank account
within 24 hours of cash pickup.

COMPLIANCE SERVICES
Due to recent marijuana legalization initiatives in many states, MRBs are emerging as an increasingly
attractive business venture. These business opportunities include cultivation, manufacturing, testing and
distribution through not only medical dispensaries, but the new addition of recreational dispensaries. As
markets expand, businesses are forced to operate in a new regulatory environment with very specific AntiMoney Laundering (AML) and Banking Secrecy Act (BSA) requirements. These changes create a need for
unique services managed by experienced professionals.
OSS establishes compliance systems specific to the MRB customer so that our clients can conduct business
with MRBs while also satisfying their AML/BSA obligations. Potential risks are identified and an MRB risk
profile is established based on factors defined by AML/BSA guidelines.
OSS compliance services are generally divided into three groups:
In-Person Site Visits / Field Audit Surveys - As requested by a given financial institution (FI)
or MRB, OSS Compliance Team staff can visit MRBs and conduct site visits and/or audits of their
operations. Custom OSS e-Forms include examinations of the most common FinCEN violations,
as well as specific examination topics directed by the financial institution.
Bank Account Onboarding Assistance - OSS can either work directly with an MRB to prepare
their application for a bank account, or with an FI as they struggle to start a cannabis banking
program and onboard dozens of new MRB clients.
Audit Assistance - OSS Compliance Team staff can work to support a bank’s compliance
staff as they undergo ad hoc bank examinations, audits, or investigations of their MRB portfolio.
Likewise, OSS can establish an ongoing internal audit program that routinely performs “mini
audits” and site visits of a bank’s MRB portfolio to increase overall compliance and avoid a crunch
on resources at the end of the fiscal year.
No matter the size of the business or financial institution, OSS has the resources to assist.
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